Travelport is a place of opportunity. It’s our incredible team that makes our company great – our people drive our winning culture.

What’s Travelport?

Travelport is a worldwide travel retail platform that provides easy ways for businesses like airlines, hotels, and car rental companies to connect through personalized content to agencies and travelers. The world is changing, and our industry must change with it. We’re leading the change; we are the change.

We are on a mission to power the future of travel; come join us.

What could you be doing?

Software Development:

This role will introduce you to the world of software development in the travel industry. As a valued member of the team here in Travelport’s Dublin office, you will be given the opportunity to build, test and release software into production that will impact millions of travellers’ lives. Travelport Dublin is one of the leading centres of excellence in Europe and has a strong history of supporting students during their internship. You’ll be exposed to experiences across a variety of technologies that is difficult to match in other companies and will be a real hands-on internship with live production systems.

Day-to-day activities may include:

• Implementing features described by our Product Management team in a variety of languages
• Documenting, debugging, and testing applications built by your development team
• Learning and practicing a variety of Agile software development lifecycles
• Learning new technologies with the support of your mentor and fellow teammates
• Being an active member of one of our Agile development teams

Data Science:

The purpose of the role will be to contribute to the work of the Data Analytics team in Travelport’s Dublin office. This involves the whole lifecycle of data analysis, including understanding business questions, designing how those questions can be answered using data, gathering, and analyzing the data, and presenting the outcomes, answers, and insights to the business. The team is mainly focused on gathering data on Travelport’s customer facing technologies and helping the product management team make their business and investment decisions.

Day-to-day activities may include:

• Collaborating with customer-facing teams and product teams to determine business requirements,
specifically those business questions which data can answer

- Working with product teams to enable data capture at the appropriate points in Travelport Digital’s products
- Analysing traffic data, user interface data, e-commerce funnels and other sources of data to determine business value using a variety of technologies
- Creating data transformation pipelines and aggregations using Spark with Java/Python
- Building customer-facing reports and dashboards using a variety of business intelligence tools (Google Analytics and Looker)
- Packaging and presenting findings to stakeholders

**UX Design:**

In this role you will work as part of a larger design team working on some of Travelport’s core products. All our interns receive guidance and supervision from more senior members of the design team. This is an opportunity for a designer to develop their skills working on challenging travel technology problems in a supportive environment. The work ranges from idea generation through to product delivery. This role will be based in our Dublin office, but the candidate will be also work with teammates located in other countries.

Day-to-day activities may include:

- Co-ordinating your design activity with the team – this means your manager, your fellow designers, researchers, product management and a wider set of stakeholders. We have a design system to enable us to achieve quality at scale and this role involving working closely with the design system team
- Iterate on developing design solutions, aligning requirements with needs and technical feasibility, incorporating feedback from customers, applying findings from feedback and research
- Crafting and specifying the user interface, through to production quality
- Presenting work and communicating design solutions to internal stakeholders

**Who are we looking for?**

You should be an Undergraduate Student, studying a related degree and looking to complete an internship as part of your third year. You should also have the right to work in Ireland as part of your course.

**For our Software Development roles:**

- Knowledge of core computer science concepts such as object-oriented design, algorithm design, data structures, problem-solving, and complexity analysis
- Familiarity with any of the following languages: Java, Groovy, Kotlin, JavaScript, TypeScript, Objective-C or Swift
- Happy to interact and collaborate with cross-functional teams
- And most importantly, passionate about technology with a curiosity for problem solving

**For the Data Science role:**

- Curiosity and a keen interest in learning
- Confident to bring fresh views for consideration – ask questions, identify assumptions we are working on and validate them
- Passionate to develop solutions for complex data science problems
- Capable of managing multiple tasks that often overlap with one another
- Great attention to detail
- Happy to work with a team of skilled data people to expand knowledge and get experience of teamwork
For the UX Design role:

- Must have excellent English, written and spoken
- Curiosity and a keen interest in learning is essential
- You’ll have used UI design tools such as Sketch, Figma, Framer or similar.
- You have an eye for details - precision and detail are important.
- You have a basic knowledge of interaction design as it relates to human-computer interaction.
- You are developing skills to communicate effectively at different stages of the design process using sketches and prototypes.
- You have an interest in learning about the design process, at scale, in a technology company.
- Ideally, you have started to form a portfolio of UI design work. This can include college projects or unpaid, speculative design. We don’t expect interns to have big portfolios but ideally you can show some examples of relevant design work.

Our ambition is to hire for potential not just experience, and you’re likely to succeed if you:

- Are always ready to give it your all and deliver high quality work
- Are excited to use your creativity and innovative thinking to try new things
- Take responsibility and own your work
- Are courageous and ambitious to challenge what’s been done before

These are just a few of our employee’s favorite benefits/ perks...

- You’ll have an assigned mentor, and intern ‘panel’ on hand to support and guide you
- You’ll collaborate with other interns on projects that impact the whole Travelport company
- Travelport provides private health insurance, life insurance, 25 days of annual leave, tax saver program, bike to work program and discount schemes!

Finally, many of our former interns, after completing their education, return to start their professional careers here at Travelport.

Interested? We thought so! We’d love for you to get in touch!*

*Please note that if your application is progressed, you may be asked to complete a self-recorded video interview, at a time that works best for you. This is your chance to bring your skills and experience to life in your own words and style. Ensure you keep an eye on your junk folder just in case our invitation finds its way there.

We are an equal opportunities employer and will consider all qualified applicants purely on their skills and abilities. We will ensure that individuals with disabilities are provided reasonable accommodation to participate in the job application or interview process, to perform crucial job functions, and to receive other benefits and privileges of employment. Please contact us to request accommodation, if needed.